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List Of Experiments

Programs using C++

1. GENERATING THE ELECTRICITY BILL USING DEFAULT ARGUMENTS

2.  ARRAY MANIPULATION

3.  BANKING OPERATION USING CLASS AND OBJECTS

4. INVENTORY    OF   BOOK USING CONSTRUCTOR   AND   DESTRUCTOR

5. STUDENT  EVALUTION USING INHERITANCE

6.  TO READ A VALUE OF DISTANCE FROM ONE OBJECT AND ADD WITH 
A VALUE IN ANOTHER OBJECT USING FRIEND FUNCTION

7. MATRIX OPERATION USING OPERATOR OVERLOADING

8. AREA CALCULATION USING VIRTUAL FUNCTIONS

9. DESIGN STACK CLASSES WITH NECESSARY EXCEPTION HANDLING

10. SORTING ALGORITHMS

11.  MERGING  FILES
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Ex No.1    
Generating the electricity bill using Default Arguments

Aim:
        An electricity board charges the following rates to domestic users to discourage large 
conceptions of energy.
               100 units     Rs 1.50 p/unit
               200 units     Rs 1.80 p/unit
               Beyond 200 Rs 2.50 p/unit
All users are charged a minimum of Rs 50/-. If the total amount is more than 300 then an 
additional surcharge of 15% is added. Write a c++ program to read the names of users, 
number of units consumed and print out the charge using default.

Algorithm
 
Step 1: Initialise the total function with unit=83&&sur=0.15.

Step 2: Read the number of consumers.

Step 3: Read the name of the units of the entire customer.

Step 4: Call the function total(unit).

Step 5: if the unit is less than or equal to 100.

Step 6: Calculate the amount as (unit * 1.50).

Step 7: else if the unit is greater than 100 and if the unit is less than 200.

Step 8: Calculate the amount as 150+((units-100)*1.80).

Step 9: else if the unit is greater than 200.

Step 10: Calculate the amount as 330+((units-200)*2.50)

Step 11: if the calculated amount is greater than Rs 300/-

Step 12: calculate amount as amount * sur.

Step 13: if the unit is less than 83.

Step 14: display the amount as 50.
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Step 15: else display the calculated amount.

EX.NO.2                              
ARRAY MANIPULATION

Aim:
To write a C++ program to perform array manipulation.

Algorithm:
Step 1:  Get the formal and actual parameters from the user.

Step 2:  Display the choices as create(), swap(), rem1(),rem()2.

Step 3:  Read the choice.

Step 4:  If choice is 1,

i) Set the size of array.

ii) Get the elements of both array A & B.

Step 5:  If choice is 2,

i) Using for loop, swap the array elements A & B.

ii) The elements of array A are swapped to the temporary array.

iii) The elements of array B are assigned to array A.

iv) Now the element in temporary array is assigned to array B.

v) Using for loop print the array A & B.

Step 6: If choice is 3,

i) Compare the elements in array A.

ii) If any of the number is repeated, delete that number.

iii) Decrement the size of array by 1.

Step 7:  If the choice is 5

Step 8:  Print invalid choice.

Step 9:  End the program.
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Ex. No: 3  

BANKING OPERATION USING CLASS AND OBJECTS

Aim
          To Write a C++ program to represent a bank account using class and objects.

Algorithm
             
Step 1: Create an object b of the class bank account.

Step 2: Read the number of records.

Step 3: call the init member function of the class bank account through the object created.

Step 4: Assign 500 to the balance in the records.

Step 5: Display a menu with the following options create deposit withdraw display.

Step 6: Read the choice.

Step 7: If the choice is create then call the create member function using the object.

Step 8: prompt and read the user’s name, account number and account type for all the n records.

Step 9: If the choice is deposit call the deposit member function using the function.

Step 10: Read the account number.

Step 11: Check whether this account number is already exiting in the list. If true

Step 12: Read the amount to be deposited.
 
Step 13: Update the balance by adding the amount deposited to the balance.

Step 14: Display the balance.

Step 15: If the choice is withdraw, call the withdraw member function. Using object

Step 16: Read the account number.

Step 17: If the account number existing in the list then.

Step 18: Read the amount to be withdrawn.

Step 19: Retrieve the amount from balance.
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Step 20: If the balance is less than 500 then

Step 21: Calculate balance + withdraw amount-500.

Step 22: Assign 500 to the balance.

Step 23: Display the withdrawn amount.

Step 24: If the choice is display, invoke the display member function using the  
                 Object.

Step 25: Read the  account  number.

Step 26: If this account number is existing in the list then.

Step 27: Display  the  details  such  as  name, account number, account type  and balance 
in  the  given  account number. 
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EX. NO:4           

INVENTORY    OF   BOOK USING CONSTRUCTOR   AND   DESTRUCTOR

Aim
         To  write  a  C++ program  for  booking  using  constructor  and  destructor.

Algorithm
  
           Step 1:  Create an object for the class book.

           Step 2: Declare the pointer variable for author, title, and publisher and the 
 Variable for  price  and  stock position.

            Step 3: Read the number of records.

            Step 4:Display  a  menu  with  the  following  choice  create  ,buybook, transaction  
and  display.

            Step 5:Using  switch case  execute  the  statements  corresponding  to  the  choice.

             Step 6:If  the  choice  is  create, read  the  title, author, publishes, price  and  stock 
position  and  pass  it  to  the  constructor  of  the  book  class.

             Step 7;Find  the  string  length  of  each  of  the  pointer  variables  dynamically.

             Step 8:If  the  choice  is  buy books, read  the  title, author, stock  from  the  user 
and  check  these  with  the  array  already  created.

             Step  9:If   the   author   name  and  title   matches   then   display   the 
message”:Available”  and  read  the  number  of  copies.

             Step 10:Decrement  the  stock position  by 1  and  display  the  mount  to  be  paid.  
Increment successful transaction by 1. Else  display  “NOT  success”  and  increment  the 
unsuccessful  transaction  by 1.

            Step 11:If  the  transaction; display  the  variables, successful  transaction  and 
unsuccessful  transaction.

            Step 12:If  the  choice  is  display, then  display  all  the  details  such  as  title, 
author, price, publishes and  stock position.
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EX.NO:5         STUDENT  EVALUTION USING INHERITANCE

Aim
        To write a C++ program for students evaluation concept using inheritance.

Algorithm
 
Step 1: create a class studentpersonal declare roll no,age,name,sex in protected mode.

Step 2: Using a parameterized constructor initialize the values for all the data members.

Step 3: Create another class studentmark that is inherited from the base class and having 
the data members mark1,mark2,mark3,mark4 Using a parameterized constructor initialize 
the value for mark1,mark2,mark3,mark4.

Step 4: Create another class called studentsports and declare score as protected mode.

Step 5: Create a class studentresult and public inherited form studentmarks and 
studentsports having the data members total,avg,grade..

Step 6: Calculate the total and avg and display the result.
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EX.NO: 6 

TO READ A VALUE OF DISTANCE FROM ONE OBJECT AND ADD WITH A 
VALUE IN ANOTHER OBJECT USING FRIEND FUNCTION

Aim
       To read a value of distance from one object and add with a value in another object 
using friend function.
 
Algorithm
        
Step 1 : Create two classes AB and AC and store the value of distances.

 Step 2: Declare friend function.

Step 3: Read the value from the classes.

Step 4: Perform addition to add one object of AB with another object of AC.

Step 5: Display the result of addition.
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Ex.No.7       
MATRIX OPERATION USING OPERATOR OVERLOADING

   Aim
             To create a C++ program for performing matrix operations using operator 
overloading. 
    
Algorithm

Step 1: Create 3 object for the matrix class m1, m2, m3.

Step 2: Read the elements of the matrix A and matrix B using the 

            getdata function in the matrix class, which is invoked by 

             the object m1 and m2.  

Step 3: Invoked the operator function for matrix addition using the 

            statement m3=m1.operator+(m2).

Step 4: Create an object c of the type matrix.

Step 5: Calculate matrix addition of the matrices of m1 and m2 and 

             Store it in the object c return c.

Step 6: Display the resultant matrix using the display member     

             Function of matrix by invoking through the object m3.

Step 7: Call the operator function for matrix subtraction using the 

             Statement m3=m1-m2.

Step 8: Pass the object m1 and m2 to the operator function.

Step 9: Create an object of type matrix.

Step 10: Calculate matrix subtraction using the object m1 and m2 

               and store in the object created return c.

Step 11: Invoke the display function using the object  m3.

Step 12: Call the operator function for matrix multiplication using 

             the statement m3=m1*m2.

Step 13: Create an object of type matrix.

Step 14: Perform the matrix multiplication and store it in the object                        

               and return it.

Step 15: Invoke the display function using the object m3.
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Ex.No:8            AREA CALCULATION USING VIRTUAL FUNCTIONS
    
          Aim
                     To create a C++ program for calculating the area 
                      using the virtual function.

        Algorithm
        
         Step 1: Create a class shape containing 2 members function 

                      and display area , which is virtual.

         Step 2: Create the object for the classes circle, rectangle and 

                      triangle.

         Step 3: Overload operator << to display the results of addition 

                    and subtraction operations on two polynomials.

         Step 4: Display the results.
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Ex No 9 STACK USING LINK LIST

Aim :

               To implement PUSH and POP in stack using linked list.

Algorithm :

           Step1:Define a C-struct for each node in the stack. Each node in the stack 
                     contains data and link to the next node. TOP pointer points to last 
                    node inserted in the stack.
 
          Step 2: The operations on the stack are

         a)PUSH data into the stack
         b)POP data out of stack

         Step  3:  PUSH DATA INTO STACK
                   3a.Enter the data to be inserted into stack.
                   3b.If TOP is NULL
                         the input data is the first node in stack.
                         the link of the node is NULL.
                        TOP points to that node.
                   3c.If TOP is NOT NULL
                        the link of TOP points to the new node.
                        TOP points to that node.

           Step 4:   POP DATA FROM STACK
                   4a.If TOP is NULL
                        the stack is empty
                   4b.If TOP is NOT NULL
                        the link of TOP is the current TOP.
                        the pervious TOP is popped from stack.

            Step 5.  The stack represented by linked list is traversed to display its content.
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Ex No 10 SORTING ALGORITHMS

Aim:

              Develop templates of standard sorting algorithms such as bubble sort, insertion sort, 
merge sort, and quick sort

Algorithm :

Bubble Sort:

            Step 1: Read the unsorted array elements

            Step 2: for I = L to U

            Step 3: for J = L to (U-1) –I

            Step 4: if a[J]  > a[J+1} then

Temp = a[J]

                          a[J]=a[J+1]

                           a[J]=temp

Insertion Sort:

            Step 1: Read the unsorted array elements

            Step 2: A[0]=minimum integer-value

            Step 3: Repeat step 4 through  n for k= 1,2,3,… N-1

            Step 4:  temp=A[k]

            Step 5:  ptr=k-1

            Step 6: Repeat steps 7 to 8 while temp < A[ptr]

            Step 7: ptr=ptr-1

            Step 8: A[ptr+1]= A[ptr]       // moves element forward
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Merge sort:

         Step 1: ctrA = L1;ctrB=L2;ctrC=L3
         Step 2: while ctrA <= U1 and ctrB <= U2 perform steps 3 through 10
         Step 3: if A[ctrA] < B[ctrB] then
         Step 4: C[ctrC]=A[ctrA]
         Step 5: ctrC=ctrC+1
         Step 6: ctrA=ctrA+1
         Step 7: Else
         Step 8: C[ctrC]=B[ctrB]
         Step 9: ctrC=ctrC+1
         Step 10: ctrB=ctrB+1
         Step 11: if ctrA > m-1 then
         Step 12: while ctrB >= 0 perform steps 13 through 15
         Step 13: C[crtC]=B[ctrB]
         Step 14: ctrC= ctrC - 1  
         Step 15: ctrB=ctrB – 1
         Step 16 

 

Ex No 11                                       MERGEING A FILES

Aim
                To create a C++ program to merge a two files.

Algorithm

Step1: Open the first.dat in read mode.
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Step2: Create a new file (resu.dat) in write mode.

Step3: Write into first file.

Step4: Open the second.dat in read mode.

Step 5: merge the second file.

JAVA

Ex No: 10     
EMPLOYEE DATABASE USING INHERITANCE IN JAVA
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Aim:
  
       To write a java program for creating a database for employee using the concept of 
inheritance.

Algorithm:

1. Create a super class staff having the data fields’ code, name and methods getdata and 
display.

2. Create another class teacher, i.e., inherited from staff having its own data fields such 
as subject, publisher.

3. Now create an array of reference dynamically of subclass.
4. Display a menu containing the following options: create, display and exit.
5. Read the choice.
6. If the choice is create, read the details subject, publisher and then read the values of 

code and name by subclass method using the keyword super.
7. If the choice is display, then display the details such as subject, publisher, code and 

name.
8. If the choice is exit, end the program. 

Ex.no:11
PROGRAM FOR MULTITHREADING

Aim:

     To write a  java program for implementing the concept of multithreading.
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Algorithm:

      1.   Create a class first that is implemented from the runnable interface.
      2.   Create two references f1and f2 for class first.
      3.   Pass two string one and two using the reference f1 and f2 to the constructor of 
            class first.
      4.   Create two threads.   
      5.   Now using the method sleep make the main method to sleep for 1000 millisecond.
      6.   Thread one and two will be executed now.
      7.   Suspend the thread one using the suspend method.
      8.   Thread two alone will be executed.
      9.   Resume thread one using the resume method.
      10. Thread one and two will be executed now.
      11. using the join method execute the threads.
      12. End the program.             

 

Ex no :12                            
PACKAGE AND INTERFACE

Aim

      To write a java program using a user defined package and interface.
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Algorithm

      1. Create a directory arithmetic.
      2. Inside arithmetic directory, create a file arith.java and in it, name the package as
         "Arithmetic".
      3. Write declarations for the functions in arith.java.
      4. In main directory, create a file E.java which imports the package "Arithmetic" and 
          Implements arith. Give the function definitions for 
          functions defined in arith.java.
      5. In main program import the package "Arithmetic" and pass parameters to desired 
          functions.
      6. Compile and run all the 3 files in their respective locations to get desired output.
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